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By DONALD REVELL

Alice James Books April 2007, 2007. Paper Back. Condition: New. Poetry moves in circles around its
subjects and defies most sorts of classification and explication. It is magical and playful and difficult,
but not so difficult that it isn't also easy in its way. In its flow and sound. In the way it is at once
evocative and authentic concerning the shared mystery of human history and being. Donald Revell
epitomizes this rendering of poetry's difficulty and grace. A decorated poet, translator, and critic,
he often writes in a dreamlike voice about war and God, children, landscape, and mythologies. He is
philosophical-'Happiness and despair are one mind / Of perfect emptiness under unbearable
pressures-but firmly set in the world: God is flat on the ground. I lie beside him. / Together we can
hear the tender, / Unvarying trill of sunlight in the dirt.Helplessness / Opens a gate in the dear earth,
/ Into Eden, Eden everywhere. / Each color is ten thousand hues of itself.' We admit it's hard to
make sense of these poems, but that's far from a criticism. Lines stand out with startling clarity and
tenderness in the midst of grief, death, and forgetting. 'I was...
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Certainly, this is actually the best job by any article writer. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this
book to discover.
-- Ms. Verlie Goyette-- Ms. Verlie Goyette

A superior quality publication and the font utilized was intriguing to read. I could comprehended every little thing using this composed e publication. You
will like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr. Demario Trantow-- Mr. Demario Trantow
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